The lack of haptic feedback during Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS) can be potentially dangerous, and has been a factor in preventing a wider application of MIS. A Wired Palpation Device (WPD), which is designed to provide the surgeon with soft tissue viscoelasticity information during MIS, can be an appealing solution to this challenge. As a novel device, the validation of its functionality is critical before being put into actual usage. In this paper, a procedure assessing the effectiveness of the WPD in characterizing soft tissue material properties was introduced. Strain creep indentation tests were performed using the WPD method on four different synthetic tissue samples, followed by standard stress relaxation indentation tests on the same samples. The results showed that the WPD was reliable in characterizing the long-term material response when compared to the traditional method (an average of 5.21% difference), but may still need improvement in its capability of capturing short-term transient soft tissue response.
INTRODUCTION
Today laparoscopic procedures are a widespread clinical practice where surgical instruments are inserted into the abdominal cavity through small incisions. However, the lack of nonvisible haptic feedback during minimally invasive surgery (MIS) has led to active research to mitigate this roadblock [1] . So far a significant number of MIS devices have been developed to restore the kinesthetic force and tactile feedback for the surgeon and acquire in vivo data for tissue modeling and simulation [2] [3] [4] [5] . These devices generally rely on force and/or tactile sensors and are developed to work on soft complex tissues. Evidence showing that basic elastic models are only a rough approximation of the actual soft tissues have been reported by researchers for decades [6] , [7] . Due to the strain-rate dependency of the soft tissue properties, viscosity is often observed during mechanical tests on these materials [8] [9] [10] . As a result, a viscoelastic model that combines elastic and viscous responses of the soft tissue has become a popular choice for tissue mechanics modeling. However, to the authors' knowledge, no existing palpation devices have taken this viscoelasticity into consideration while assessing the tissue properties through palpation [2] , [3] , [5] , [11] , [12] . Furthermore, all current palpation devices require a dedicated access port, thus limiting adoption by surgeons.
The proposed approach consists of a Wired Palpation Device (WPD) that can determine soft tissue viscoelastic properties by performing an in vivo creep test without any rigid connections to an external platform. The WPD is a soft-tethered magnetic device that can be deployed through a standard surgical trocar and operated to perform tissue palpation without taking up port space, as magnetic instrumentation described in [13] [14] [15] .
Mechanical characterization of viscoelastic materials requires measurement of material response time-dependency. Two of the most common testing techniques to measure viscoelasticity are strain creep [16] [17] [18] and stress relaxation tests [19] , [20] . The strain creep test applies a step change of stress to the material and maintains this stress over a given amount of time, while the change in tissue strain is measured with time. The stress relaxation test instead holds a fixed deformation while the change in stress is measured with time.
Feasibility of performing wireless palpation to quantify an elastic material response was demonstrated in [21] with a tetherless version of the WPD. The device proposed in this work was designed to perform at least one of the two fundamental viscoelastic testing methods above. With a proper setup, a strain creep test can be conducted using the WPD. In this paper, with the purpose of validating the effectiveness of the WPD in characterizing the viscoelasticity of soft tissue, four viscoelastic synthetic tissue samples with undetermined material properties went through strain creep indentation tests using the WPD. Later, the same four samples were again tested using widely accepted stress relaxation methods on a classical uniaxial MTS device. The comparison results between the two approaches presents a quantitative assessment of the WPD.
EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATIONS

MTS Indentation Approach
Traditional stress relaxation indentation tests were performed with a MTS Insight 2 Electromechanical Testing Systems (MTS System Corporation, MN). A load cell (MTS System Corporation, MN, PN LCCA-118-75) with a maximum capacity of 2 N and resolution of 0.001 N was used to measure the load, and all the data were collected and analyzed later with a customized program developed in MATLAB (MathWorks, MA). The MTS testing system was equipped with an axisymmetric, flat-ended cylindrical indentation tip of 14 mm diameter.
The samples were fixed to the supporting flat plate with double-sided tape, and were at rest under this constraint for 15 minutes before the indentation test. Prior to each indentation, the tip was manually controlled to move towards the top surface of the test material, until a clearance of about 1 mm was reached between the tip and the tissue surface. Then the movement of the tip was controlled by a customized testing algorithm to move at a velocity of 0.1 mm/s to establish an initial contact between the tip and the test material. The initial contact was considered formed when the load cell detected a load change of 0.001 N (the resolution of the load cell).
Once in initial contact, the control algorithm then drove the tip to indent a given depth (Specific values listed in Table 1 ) into the test material at a relatively high velocity (V W1C.001 978-1-4673-5983-2/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE= 1 mm/s), to better simulate the theoreti the indentation depth without causing dra the sample. After reaching the presc position of the indentation tip was fixed given amount of time (t = 300 s). The re was chosen to be 300 s, so that the test can reach a relatively stable state which regarding long-term viscoelastic propert the theoretical analysis. During the relax load cell and software measured and reco time simultaneously at 100 Hz.
After each relaxation process w indentation tip was automatically moved position where was no visual contact be the test material. The system stayed at thi another 150 s, allowing the test material another trial was conducted following the
Wired Palpation Device (WPD) Ap
The complete mechatronic system Wired Palpation Device (WPD) is repres (left) and it consisted of the WPD, the ro central control unit and synthetic tissue sa The WPD capsule includes an embe magnet and a sensing module inside a ( Figure. 1, right ). An off-the-shelf c permanent magnet (K&J Magnetics, Inc mm in diameter, 11 mm in height magnetization (magnetic remanence of The sensing module consisted of a H (CYP15A, Chen-Yang Technologies G Germany) to measure the Z componen field, B, a tri-axial accelerometer used (LIS331AL, STMicroelectronics, Switze that the capsule motion during the creep the Z direction. An analog signal c connected to the Hall effect sensor output out the offset due to the onboard permane mT), to apply a low-pass filter (cut-off fre and to amplify by 33 the magnetic field s a resolution of 0.1 mT and a sensing rang angular resolution for the accelerometer All of the components were integrated in ical step change of amatic vibration in cribed depth, the at this value for a elaxation time here t material response gives information ties that facilitates xation process, the orded the load and was complete, the d back to its initial etween the tip and is configuration for to stabilize before e procedure above.
pproach used to assess the sented in Figure. 1 obotic manipulator, ample being tested. Figure. 1, an off-the-shelf cyl magnet (5 cm in diameter and axial magnetization (magnetic adopted. The magnet was em connected to a 6-axis load ce Automation, Inc., USA), havin the Z component of the for assembly was mounted at the e of freedom industrial robot (R Japan), presenting a motion r direction.
The central control unit c acquisition boards (NI USB National Instruments, USA) t from the capsule and the load ce 7, 32-bit operating system, m manipulator position. The data and the sensing module were threads at a sample frequency o control unit performed a loop closed-loop control to perform t All of the creep trials synthetic tissue samples place support. Data from the accelero that the capsule motion was alw sample. An optical conosc (Conoprobe, Optimet, USA) measurement system to vali conoprobe was mounted so to upper circular surface of the c The creep trial was based on th force exerted by the capsule o entire trial. The force applied b the interaction of the onboar magnets. Considering that the m of the relative orientation and po the magnetic coupling can be f Z direction by the sensing m closed-loop control system wa motion of the robotic manipula distance to the capsule within th external and the internal magnet a penetration preload phase of 0 tissue sample. Then the input st the external magnetic manipula direction covering about 5 cm rise in magnetic force that led sample. This second phase is ca capsule penetrated at the spee mentioning that, differently f transmitted from the WPD ove the high data rate required to cl
Sample Preparation
The four synthetic tissue combining two kinds of liquid p Plastic and Super Soft Liquid P -USA) and two plasticizers (P were performed with the ed on a 2 mm thick rigid ometer were used to confirm ways occurring normal to the copic holography sensor was adopted as reference idate the creep test. The point the laser spot on the capsule as in Figure. 1, left. he idea to keep constant the on the tissue sample for the by the WPD is generated by rd and robotic manipulator magnetic force is a function osition of both magnets [22] , fully characterized along the module. The magnetic field as designed to regulate the ator to maintain a specified he range of 5 cm between the t. The creep test started from 0. 
THEORETICAL DERIVATION
Theoretical equations relating the collected experimental indentation data to the desired viscoelastic material properties is needed for data analysis. In this section, such theoretical equations are introduced for both the stress relaxation and strain creep tests.
Stress Relaxation Equation
For a viscoelastic stress relaxation problem, the Wiechert model is widely accepted due to its capability of characterizing accurate viscoelastic response [3] , [23] , [24] . As shown in Figure. 2, it consists of one linear spring and several spring-dashpot units (Maxwell unit).
Figure. 2: The Wiechert model for viscoelastic material. The model is created by connecting one elastic spring and unspecified number of Maxwell units in parallel. This form is mathematically convenient for stress relaxation problems.
In this model, E 0 is the linear spring modulus, and E i is the modulus of the ith Maxwell unit. The viscosity of the dashpot in the ith Maxwell unit is defined as η i , which is commonly used with E i to produce the relaxation time, τ i as = .
For a stress relaxation indentation test modeled with a Wiechert model, the desired equation relating the load, F(t), to the model parameters (E i and τ i ) can be derived as [25] / 0 1 8 ( ) ( ) =1, 2, 3..., 3
where R is the radius of the indentation tip, d is the indentation depth, and n is the number of Maxwell units in the model. In this equation, the sample is assumed to be incompressible giving a Poisson's ratio of 0.5, which is reasonable assumption since most such synthetic materials can be considered incompressible under normal loads.
Strain Creep Equation
The strain creep test is different from the stress relaxation test in that the indentation load, instead of the depth, is now a constant value during the test. To avoid unduly mathematical complexities [26] , a congruent form of the Wiechert model is introduced here for the creep analysis, as shown in Figure. 3.
Figure. 3: A congruent form of the Wiechert model (Figure. 2), with n Kelvin units connected in series. For a strain creep associated problem, this model has the advantage of mathematical simplicity.
In this model, the Maxwell unit is replaced by a basic parallel spring-dashpot combination unit (Kelvin unit), and these units are connected to the linear spring in series. The compliance term, C i , which is the inversion of the modulus, is now used to facilitate the mathematical manipulation. The dashpot viscosity in this model is defined as H i . Also, although different in model configuration, the terms between the two models ( Figure. 2 and Figure. 3) are interchangeable with the conversion equations shown to the right of Figure. 3. The desired equation for modeling strain creep results with the congruent model is derived by following the viscoelastic correspondent method [27] .
The corresponding elastic problem of the strain creep viscoelastic problem studied here can be described as an indentation problem between a flat-ended rigid cylindrical tip and a pure elastic test material. The analytical equation relating the total indentation load, F, to the indentation depth, d, on a half-space (infinite large) elastic test material, has already been determined [28] as
where R is the radius of the indentation tip, E is the elastic modulus and, and C is the compliance of the material and is defined as 1/E. In this problem, the test material (synthetic tissue) is also assumed to be incompressible. Applying the Laplace transformation to (3) and denoting the transformed functions with an overline, the depth, d, can be expressed in the space-domain as
where s is the basic variable in space-domain after the transform. Since a step change of the indentation load is assumed here, the indentation load, F, is actually expressed as 0, 0 ( ) ( ),= , 0.
where F is the constant indentation load value and u(t) is a Heaviside function defined. Therefore, the expression of
Substituting (6) and replacing the elastic term (s) with its viscoelastic analog, v (s), (4) becomes
Applying inverse Laplace transformation to (7), the equation expressing the indentation depth, d, in terms of viscoelastic model parameters in the time domain is derived as
where (7) is expressed as [27] 0 =1 1 ( )
Substituting (9) into (7) and applying inverse Laplace transformation to (7), the correspondent (8) for this model is derived as
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, (2) and (10) are used to fit model parameters to the strain creep results collected using the WPD and the stress relaxation data gathered using the MTS were fitted to the derived theoretical equations. These model parameters are then quantitatively compared.
Indentation Test Results
The creep test results using the WPD consisted of two phases, i.e. the transient and the regime phase. During the transient phase, the manipulator moved 4 cm towards the rigid support in about 2 s, enabling the WPD to penetrate the tissue of about 10% of its thickness. Figure. 4 shows the manipulator position during the transient phase, highlighting a 2 mm overshoot and a settling time of 10 s.
During the regime phase, the typical indentation depth on tissue samples was in the range of 0.1 mm. Considering that the force needed to indent 10% of the sample thickness corresponds to a magnetic field value (0.1027 ±0.001 T), it was possible to obtain the linear control relationship between the robot manipulator motion and the magnetic field measured for the regime phase. Figure. 5 shows experimental data used to quantify this relationship, which is:
230 -23.
where y is the manipulator position and x is the system input given by the measure of the magnetic field. Therefore for each variation of 1 mT in the input system the magnetic manipulator moves 0.23 mm. During the regime phase, thanks to the amplification and the high resolution of the magnetic feedback, a resolution of 0.0023 mm for the external magnetic manipulator control motion was achieved. One representative depth-time curve from the strain creep test raw data using the WPD on sample 4 is shown in Figure.6 . The data was then filtered with a moving average algorithm before being fitted to (10) .
For the stress relaxation test using the MTS, the collected data was used to create depth-time plots for analysis. One representative load-time plot on sample 4 is shown in Figure. 
Curve Fitting Results
The Wiechert model is a general viscoelastic model with unspecified number of Maxwell units in its configuration. Here, models with up to three (n ≤ 3) Maxwell or Kelvin units were used to fit the experimental data. The one unit model is a well-known basic viscoelastic model termed Standard Linear Solid (SLS) model. For convenience, the models with 2 and 3 units were are labeled Double Maxwell unit Wiechert (DMW) model and Triple Maxwell unit Wiechert (TMW) model, respectively.
As shown in Figure. 8, the filtered depth-time data curve from the WPD (shown in Figure. 6) was fitted with the SLS, DMW and TMW models using (10) . These fitting processes gave the model parameters in terms of compliances (C i ) and viscosities (H i ), which can be expressed in terms of E i and τ i using Figure. 3. With MTS indentation test data the model parameter values for with all three models can be derived by fitting (2) to the stress relaxation data (an example is shown in Figure.9 ).
One finding emerges regarding a proper model selection for further analysis. For the creep tests using the WPD, the SLS model displayed the same level of accuracy (R 2 = 0.992) in data fitting as those with the higher order models, i.e. the DMW (R 2 = 0.995) and TMW (R 2 = 0.995) models. However, this is not the case for stress relaxation test. Observed from Figure. 9, the SLS model behaves poorly in fitting the experimental data (R 2 = 0.754) while the DMW and TMW model still show decent match (an average R 2 = 0.991). Since additional units to the model bring more mathematical terms to the expression, the TMW model is more computationally expensive than the DMW model. As a result, the DMW model was chosen as the model for model parameter values comparison among the two approaches (Table 2) , as it maintains a balance between model accuracy and mathematical simplicity. The derived model parameters from Table 2 were used to simulate a theoretical stress relaxation indentation test. The simulated test indented a 14 mm diameter tip to a constant indentation depth of 3 mm on an infinite large sample modeled by the DMW model. Substituting model parameter values into (2), the simulated load-time curves were created and shown in Figure. It is observed from Figure. 10 that both approaches successfully distinguished the four samples from each other. In terms of long-term effect, sample 1 has the highest stiffness while sample 3 being the softest. Sample 2 and sample 4 placed between sample 1 and 3, with sample 2 slightly harder than sample 4. This result can be treated as evidence proving the effectiveness of the WPD in determining long-term effects in the soft tissue.
However, if the short-term effect was analyzed, the WPD setup didn't work as well as the traditional testing method using the MTS (Figure.11 ). As shown in Figure. 11, the performance of the WPD in capturing rapid changes in data at the very beginning is compromised due to the vibration in data itself. The filtering of raw data during the creep test caused the loss of these data at the beginning of the test. 
CONCLUSION
The Wired Palpation Device (WPD) is a novel medical palpation device, and can be used to characterize the material properties of soft tissue modeled with viscoelastic material models. By comparing its testing results to standard stress relaxation test results, the reliability of the WPD in determining long-term soft tissue modulus is verified, with an average of 5.21% differences in reported long-term moduli (E 0 ) values between the two approaches.
However, the WPD still needs improvement before being used to characterize transient effect of the materials showing time-dependent properties. Several aspects are being studied to improve the system's transient performance, such as better hardware setup with more accurate magnetic sensor for load control, and improved data filtration process to capture transient data change.
